Take Your Team Climbing
Just the thought of ascending high above the ground, hanging on to small
holds, is already enough to bust anyone out of their shell. Add a medley of
games & competition and you have the ingredients of a great team outing.
Camp5 has prepackaged programs offering variation enough to suit your
time constraints. We also tailor programs if you have something special in
mind.

Option 1: Team Bonding

Go Corporate Climbing

We break the ice and build teams

Climbing is a team building activity. The climber's safety is entrusted to their
buddy (the belayer) who by definition supports the climber's quest for success.
Climbing bonds, reinforces trust and teaches us the value of task delegation as a
necessity to developing effective and efficient teams.
Camp5 offers an excellent choice of location and range of activities for your
company's next team building day. Either take up one of our standard packages,
or request a tailored program designed to target your specific requirements.
Camp5 has allotted 4 hours each weekday, from 10am - 2pm for exclusive use of
the facility. The floor plan provides ample space for hosting presentations whilst
the air conditioned environment, 20m high floor to ceiling windows, and
professional team guarantee a lasting impression.
So whether you simply need us to meld your colleagues or are looking for a
unique and dynamic location from a media product launch, Camp5 can cater.
Advanced booking is a must - contact Camp5 for further information

www.camp5.com
climb@camp5.com

tel:03.7726.0410/0420
fax:03.7726.0210

If time is of the essence then team bonding
is an ideal way to recharge the team spirit.
Consisting of 60-90min fun-filled climbing
activities.
Program fee starts from:
RM 55/person*

Option 2: Team Bridging

Typically 120min in duration. Our team
bridging program combine games modules
involving individual and group challenges.
Program fee starts from: RM 110/person*

Option 3: Team Learning

Why not consider offering your staff the
option to take up climbing for personal fitness.
This options includes the Basic Wall Course, a
4-hour instructional climbing course designed to
provide you with the required knowlegde
and experience to climb in Camp5 as a member.
Program fee starts from: RM 156/person*

Optional EXTRA: Mini Competition

Conclude your day with a dynamic mini-competition.
Teams face off in an all out winner-takes-all action
race. Applicable only to Options 2 or 3.

Group Discount Rates

Camp5 offers discounts based on group size starting
from: 10% discount applicable to groups > 20pax
*All prices stated above are inclusive 6% GST

